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The Law of Financial Success
This new edition covers iPhoto 9.5 for Mac and iPhoto 2.0 for iOS 7. (iPhoto is not
available in iOS 8.) Whether you’re on a Mac or iOS 7 device, iPhoto now makes it
easier than ever to organize, edit, publish, print, and share your photos—but
neither version of the program offers a manual to help you get going. Fortunately,
David Pogue and Lesa Snider offer a clear and objective guide to iPhoto in this
witty, authoritative book. The important stuff you need to know Organize your
collection. Group your pictures by events, albums, people, or places. Sharpen your
editing skills. Use all of iPhoto’s editing options, whether you’re on a Mac or on an
iPad, iPhone, or iPod Touch running iOS 7. Dive into new features. Learn about the
enhanced mapping system, new slideshow themes, and streamlined printing.
Compare your photos. View multiple shots side by side to determine which is best.
Share your shots online. Post photos on iCloud or Facebook, Flickr, Instagram, and
other social sites. Keep web journals. Create snazzy, customizable online
scrapbook pages. Create projects. Have fun building slideshows, gift books,
calendars, and cards.

OS X Mavericks For Dummies
A guide to OS X Mavericks covers such topics as using the Finder tabs and tags,
installing applications, using iMessage and FaceTime, and using AirPlay.

Take Control of the Mac Command Line with Terminal
Useful business analysis requires you to effectively transform data into actionable
information. This book helps you use SQL and Excel to extract business information
from relational databases and use that data to define business dimensions, store
transactions about customers, produce results, and more. Each chapter explains
when and why to perform a particular type of business analysis in order to obtain
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useful results, how to design and perform the analysis using SQL and Excel, and
what the results should look like.

Photos for Mac and IOS: The Missing Manual
What do you get when you cross a Mac with an iPad? OS X 10.9 Mavericks. Its 200
new features include Mac versions of iPad goodies like Maps, iBooks, and iTunes
Radio—but not a single page of instructions. Fortunately, David Pogue is back, with
the expertise and humor that have made this the #1 bestselling Mac book for over
11 years straight. The important stuff you need to know: Big-ticket changes. Finder
tabs. Finder tags. App Nap. iCloud Keychain. iTunes Radio. Maps. iBooks. Automatic
app updating. If Apple wrote it, this book covers it. Nips and tucks. This book
demystifies the hundreds of smaller enhancements, too, in all 50 programs that
come with the Mac: Safari, Mail, Calendar, Notification Center,Messages, Time
Machine… Shortcuts. Meet the tippiest, trickiest Mac book ever written.
Undocumented surprises await on every page. Power users. Security, networking,
build-your-own Services, file sharing with Windows, even Mac OS X’s Unix
chassis—this one witty, expert guide makes it all crystal clear. There’s something
new on practically every page of this edition, and David Pogue brings his
celebrated wit and expertise to every one of them.

Dragon Dictate
What makes Windows refugees decide to get a Mac? Enthusiastic friends? The
Apple Stores? Great-looking laptops? A "halo effect" from the popularity of iPhones
and iPads? The absence of viruses and spyware? The freedom to run Windows on a
Mac? In any case, there’s never been a better time to switch to OS X—and there’s
never been a better, more authoritative book to help you do it. The important stuff
you need to know: Transfer your stuff. Moving files from a PC to a Mac by cable,
network, or disk is the easy part. But how do you extract your email, address book,
calendar, Web bookmarks, buddy list, desktop pictures, and MP3 files? Now you’ll
know. Recreate your software suite. Many of the PC programs you’ve been using
are Windows-only. Discover the Mac equivalents and learn how to move data to
them. Learn Yosemite. Apple’s latest operating system is faster, smarter, and more
in tune with iPads and iPhones. If Yosemite has it, this book covers it. Get the
expert view. Learn from Missing Manuals creator David Pogue—author of OS X
Yosemite: The Missing Manual, the #1 bestselling Mac book on earth.

Macs For Seniors For Dummies
Describes the psyche of Macintosh fans and the subculture they have created.

Managing Apple Devices
The Cult of Mac
macOS Support Essentials 10.15 - Apple Pro Training Series The Apple-Certified
Way to Learn This is the official book for the macOS Support Essentials
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10.15course and you can use it to prepare for the Apple Certified Support
Professional (ACSP) 10.15 exam. It’s a top-notch primer for anyone who needs to
support, troubleshoot, or optimize macOS Catalina, such as IT professionals,
technicians, help desk specialists, and ardent Mac users. This is the only Apple Pro
Training Series book that covers macOS Catalina. You’ll find in-depth, step-by-step
instructions on everything from upgrading, updating, reinstalling and configuring
macOS Catalina to configuring network services like the Content Caching service.
This book covers updated system utilities and new features in macOS Catalina,
including Voice Control and other accessibility features, user privacy settings,
notarized apps, Startup Security Utility, and the separation of the startup disk into
a read-only APFS System volume and a read write APFS Data volume. This book
includes the following content: Authoritative explanations of underlying
technologies, troubleshooting, system administration, and much more Focused
lessons that take you step by step through practical, real-world tasks A Web
Edition that provides the full text of the book online The Apple Pro Training Series
includes self-paced learning tools and is the official curriculum of the Apple
Training and Certification program. After you complete this book, take the macOS
Support Essentials 10.15 exam as a step towards becoming an Apple Certified
Support Professional. Work through this book independently or attend a class at an
Apple Authorized Training Provider or both to prepare for the exam. To learn more,
visit training.apple.com. Also in the Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X Logic
Pro X

Exploring Splunk
Uncover hidden patterns of data and respond withcountermeasures Security
professionals need all the tools at their disposal toincrease their visibility in order
to prevent security breaches andattacks. This careful guide explores two of the
most powerful data analysis and visualization. You'll soon understand how
toharness and wield data, from collection and storage to managementand analysis
as well as visualization and presentation. Using ahands-on approach with realworld examples, this book shows you howto gather feedback, measure the
effectiveness of your securitymethods, and make better decisions. Everything in
this book will have practical application forinformation security professionals. Helps
IT and security professionals understand and use data, sothey can thwart attacks
and understand and visualizevulnerabilities in their networks Includes more than a
dozen real-world examples and hands-onexercises that demonstrate how to
analyze security data andintelligence and translate that information into
visualizationsthat make plain how to prevent attacks Covers topics such as how to
acquire and prepare security data,use simple statistical methods to detect
malware, predict roguebehavior, correlate security events, and more Written by a
team of well-known experts in the field ofsecurity and data analysis Lock down
your networks, prevent hacks, and thwart malware byimproving visibility into the
environment, all through the power ofdata and Security Using Data Analysis,
Visualization, andDashboards.

About Face
The essential interaction design guide, fully revised andupdated for the mobile age
About Face: The Essentials of Interaction Design, FourthEdition is the latest update
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to the book that shaped andevolved the landscape of interaction design. This
comprehensiveguide takes the worldwide shift to smartphones and tablets
intoaccount. New information includes discussions on mobile apps,touch
interfaces, screen size considerations, and more. Thenew full-color interior and
unique layout better illustrate moderndesign concepts. The interaction design
profession is blooming with the successof design-intensive companies, priming
customers to expect "design"as a critical ingredient of marketplace success.
Consumers havelittle tolerance for websites, apps, and devices that don't live upto
their expectations, and the responding shift in businessphilosophy has become
widespread. About Face isthe book that brought interaction design out of the
research labsand into the everyday lexicon, and the updated FourthEdition
continues to lead the way with ideas and methodsrelevant to today's design
practitioners anddevelopers. Updated information includes: Contemporary
interface, interaction, and product designmethods Design for mobile platforms and
consumer electronics State-of-the-art interface recommendations and up-todateexamples Updated Goal-Directed Design methodology Designers and
developers looking to remain relevant through thecurrent shift in consumer
technology habits will find AboutFace to be a comprehensive, essential resource.

OS X Mavericks: The Missing Manual
Get the most out of the latest version of OS X This reference combines eight
content-rich minibooks in one complete package to give you all-access, easy-tounderstand coverage of the key features and tools needed to get the most out of
the latest OS X release from Apple. In OS X Yosemite All-in-One For Dummies,
you'll learn the ins and outs of OS X basics, navigating and running programs,
searching with Spotlight, having fun with Photo Booth, keeping in touch with
Contacts, using Reminders, writing in Notes, setting up the Notification Center,
customizing the OS X desktop, jamming with iTunes, organizing and tweaking
photos with iPhoto, making movie magic with iMovie, turning your Mac into a DVD
theater, publishing documents with Pages, chatting with Messages and FaceTime,
letting your imagination run wild with iBooks, expanding your horizons with iCloud,
and so much more. Combining the power and stability of UNIX with Apple's
legendary elegance and style, OS X is the default operating system installed on
every desktop and laptop computer sold by Apple. In OS X Yosemite All-in-One For
Dummies, you'll get the best-of-the-best content from indispensable For Dummies
books: Introducing OS X; Customizing and Sharing; The Digital hub; Using iWork;
The Typical Internet Stuff; Networking in OS X; Expanding Your System; and
Advanced OS X. Goes well beyond the basics of how to use OS X Covers the key
features and tools essential for all users of OS X Shows you how to use OS X to
make your work and personal life more organized and fun If you're a first-time
Apple consumer just switching over from a PC, or a beginner-to-intermediate Mac
user upgrading to the newest version of OS X, this comprehensive and allencompassing guide will have you whizzing around OS X like a pro in no time.

IPhoto: The Missing Manual
Got a new MacBook, MacBook Air, or MacBook Pro? Want the scoop on Mac laptop
basics, using Mac OS X Leopard, networking a laptop, or connecting your laptop to
wireless devices? There’s no better place to find what you need than MacBook For
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Dummies, 2nd Edition! With your Mac laptop, you can take your movies, music,
documents, e-mail, and Internet wherever the action is. MacBook For Dummies,
2nd Edition provides the lowdown on maintaining and upgrading your MacBook,
customizing the Dock and desktop, traveling with a laptop, turning iPhoto into your
portable darkroom, and much more. Learn to: Locate the battery compartment,
iSight camera, ports, and “on” button Move your existing files from an older
computer Use all the cool new features of Mac OS X Leopard Work with iTunes,
iMovie, iPhoto, iDVD, and GarageBand, all packaged with your MacBook Identify
the signs of a well-functioning laptop and check for trouble Set up your Mac for
multiple users Explore the cool options available with a .Mac account and iDisk
storage that lets you retrieve your files anywhere Manage your digital music,
photos, and movies Use Bluetooth and get all your wireless devices communicating
with each other And if you’ve been considering switching from a PC to a Mac,
MacBook For Dummies, 2nd Edition guides you through the process and even
shows you how to run Windows on your Mac laptop. If there’s a MacBook in your
future — or present — this is the book for you!

Data Analysis Using SQL and Excel
Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Lion Edition
Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Yosemite Edition
Demonstrates the operating system's basic features, including Internet access, file
management, configuring the desktop, installing peripherals, and working with
applications.

OS X Yosemite All-in-One For Dummies
This is the official curriculum of the Apple Mavericks 101: OS X Support Essentials
10.9 course and preparation for Apple Certified Support Professional (ACSP) 10.9
certification- as well as a top-notch primer for anyone who needs to support,
troubleshoot, or optimize OS X Mavericks. This guide provides comprehensive
coverage of Mavericks and is part of the Apple Pro Training series-the only Applecertified books on the market. Designed for support technicians, help desk
specialists, and ardent Mac users, this guide takes you deep inside the Mavericks
operating system. Readers will find in-depth, step-bystep instruction on everything
from installing and configuring Mavericks to managing networks and system
administration.Whether you run a computer lab or an IT department, you'll learn to
set up users, configure system preferences, manage security and permissions, use
diagnostic and repair tools, troubleshoot peripheral devices, and more-all on your
way to preparing for the industry-standard ACSP certification. Covers updated
system utilities and new features of OS X Mavericks, including iCloud Keychain and
Tags. Features authoritative explanations of underlying technologies,
troubleshooting, system administration, and much more. Focused lessons take you
step by step through practical, realworld tasks. Lesson files and bonus material
available for download-including lesson review questions summarizing what you've
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learned to prepare you for the Apple certification exam.

Artes Latinae
With Yosemite, Apple has unleashed the most innovative version of OS X yet—and
once again, David Pogue brings his expertise and humor to the #1 bestselling Mac
book. Mac OS X 10.10 includes more innovations from the iPad and adds a variety
of new features throughout the operating system. This updated edition covers it all
with something new on practically every page. Get the scoop on Yosemite’s bigticket changes Learn enhancements to existing applications, such as Safari and
Mail Take advantage of shortcuts and undocumented tricks Use power user tips for
networking, file sharing, and building your own services

IMovie
Apple gives macOS new features and improvements right on your desktop and
under the hood with Catalina—aka OS X 10.15. With this updated guide, you’ll
learn how to use your iPad as a second screen, work with iPad apps on your Mac,
and use Screen Time on your Mac. This new edition of the #1 bestselling Mac book
shows you how to use the revamped apps for Music, Podcasts, and TV. Loaded with
illustrations, step-by-step instructions, tips, and tricks, this book from David
Pogue—Missing Manual series creator, New York Times columnist, and Emmywinning tech correspondent for CNBC, CBS, and NPR—covers everything Catalina
has to offer with lots of humor and technical insight.

Apple Pro Training Series
Microsoft Office is the most widely used productivity software in the world, but
most people just know the basics. This helpful guide gets you started with the
programs in Office 2013, and provides lots of power-user tips and tricks when
you’re ready for more. You’ll learn about Office’s new templates and themes,
touchscreen features, and other advances, including Excel’s Quick Analysis tool.
The important stuff you need to know: Create professional-looking documents. Use
Word to craft reports, newsletters, and brochures for the Web and desktop. Stay
organized. Set up Outlook to track your email, contacts, appointments, and tasks.
Work faster with Excel. Determine the best way to present your data with the new
Quick Analysis tool. Make inspiring presentations. Build PowerPoint slideshows with
video and audio clips, charts and graphs, and animations. Share your Access
database. Design a custom database and let other people view it in their web
browsers. Get to know the whole suite. Use other handy Office tools: Publisher,
OneNote, and a full range of Office Web Apps. Create and share documents in the
cloud. Upload and work with your Office files in Microsoft’s SkyDrive.

Windows Vista
Offers coverage of all five versions of Windows Vista, offering a guide to help users
navigate the desktop, deal with the new user interface and search functions, use
the Media Center, deal with the new Internet Explorer 7 tabbed browser, and build
a netw
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Python Projects for Beginners
macOS Catalina: The Missing Manual
Whether you’re an accomplished musician or a student, GarageBand is the most
rewarding way to create, perform, and record your own music. In the only Applecertified guide to GarageBand, composer Mary Plummer starts by teaching you the
interface and basic recording techniques and moves on to arranging a song,
editing and mixing tracks, adding effects, and distributing your music files. Using
practical step-by-step lessons and original music, you’ll learn how to record with
any guitar, microphone, or MIDI keyboard; score a QuickTime movie; create an
iPhone ringtone; jam with virtual musicians; and much more. A bonus lesson on
advanced techniques covers little-known tips and time-savers that help you get the
most out of GarageBand in a professional setting. • Turn your Mac into a fullfeatured recording studio • Arrange a song, edit and mix tracks, add effects, and
distribute your music • Use Magic GarageBand Jam to create your own virtual
backing band • Create a podcast complete with narration, music, sound effects,
and artwork. • Build a soundtrack and learn to score a professional trailer • Create
a fun iPhone ringtone from scratch • Learn piano and guitar through interactive
video lessons with legendary recording artists All of Peachpit's eBooks contain the
same content as the print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages of your
eBook that directs you to the media files. Helpful tips: · If you are able to search
the book, search for "Where are the lesson files?" · Go to the very last page of the
book and scroll backwards. · You will need a web-enabled device or computer in
order to access the media files that accompany this ebook. Entering the URL
supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files. ·
Depending on your device, it is possible that your display settings will cut off part
of the URL. To make sure this is not the case, try reducing your font size and
turning your device to a landscape view. This should cause the full URL to appear.

Mac OS X Snow Leopard: The Missing Manual
In early reviews, geeks raved about Windows 7. But if you're an ordinary mortal,
learning what this new system is all about will be challenging. Fear not: David
Pogue's Windows 7: The Missing Manual comes to the rescue. Like its
predecessors, this book illuminates its subject with reader-friendly insight, plenty
of wit, and hardnosed objectivity for beginners as well as veteran PC users.
Windows 7 fixes many of Vista's most painful shortcomings. It's speedier, has
fewer intrusive and nagging screens, and is more compatible with peripherals.
Plus, Windows 7 introduces a slew of new features, including better organization
tools, easier WiFi connections and home networking setup, and even touchscreen
computing for those lucky enough to own the latest hardware. With this book,
you'll learn how to: Navigate the desktop, including the fast and powerful search
function Take advantage of Window's apps and gadgets, and tap into 40 free
programs Breeze the Web with Internet Explorer 8, and learn the email, chat, and
videoconferencing programs Record TV and radio, display photos, play music, and
record any of these to DVD using the Media Center Use your printer, fax, laptop,
tablet PC, or smartphone with Windows 7 Beef up your system and back up your
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files Collaborate and share documents and other files by setting up a workgroup
network

Apple Training Series
Big data has incredible business value, and Splunk is the best tool for unlocking
that value. Exploring Splunk shows you how to pinpoint answers and find patterns
obscured by the flood of machinegenerated data. This book uses an engaging,
visual presentation style that quickly familiarizes you with how to use Splunk. You'll
move from mastering Splunk basics to creatively solving real-world problems,
finding the gems hidden in big data.

Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, El Capitan Edition
For a company that promised to "put a pause on new features," Apple sure has
been busy-there's barely a feature left untouched in Mac OS X 10.6 "Snow
Leopard." There's more speed, more polish, more refinement-but still no manual.
Fortunately, David Pogue is back, with the humor and expertise that have made
this the #1 bestselling Mac book for eight years straight. You get all the answers
with jargon-free introductions to: Big-ticket changes. A 64-bit overhaul. Faster
everything. A rewritten Finder. Microsoft Exchange compatibility. All-new
QuickTime Player. If Apple wrote it, this book covers it. Snow Leopard Spots. This
book demystifies the hundreds of smaller enhancements, too, in all 50 programs
that come with the Mac: Safari, Mail, iChat, Preview, Time Machine. Shortcuts. This
must be the tippiest, trickiest Mac book ever written. Undocumented surprises
await on every page. Power usage. Security, networking, build-your-own Services,
file sharing with Windows, even Mac OS X's Unix chassis-this one witty, expert
guide makes it all crystal clear.

OS X Yosemite: The Missing Manual
Would you like to write more, write fast, and write well? Then this is the book for
you. In "Dragon Dictate: Fast Track to Prolific Writing on Your Mac", you will learn
how to use the Dragon Dictate application to convert your speech into text with
speed and precision. You'll also learn: • how to optimize your Mac hardware for
dictation • how to speak so your Mac understands exactly what you say • what you
must remember in order to quickly edit your work • how to control your writing
software with your voice • how to fix performance problems in Dragon Dictate •
how to make dictation work even when accuracy is low • when to tap into the
dictation feature built into Mac OS X

Windows 7: The Missing Manual
Apple's video-editing program is better than ever, but it still doesn’t have a printed
guide to help you get started. That's where this gorgeous, full-color book comes in.
You get clear explanations of iMovie's impressive new features, like instant
rendering, storyboarding, and one-step special effects. Experts David Pogue and
Aaron Miller also give you a complete course in film editing and DVD design. Edit
video like the pros. Import raw footage, add transitions, and use iMovie’s newly
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restored, intuitive timeline editor. Create stunning trailers. Design Hollywood-style
"Coming Attractions!" previews for your movies. Share your film. Distribute your
movie in a variety of places—on smartphones, Apple TV, your own site, and with
one-click exports to YouTube, Facebook, Vimeo, CNN iReport, and MobileMe. Make
DVDs. Design the menus, titles, and layout for your DVDs, and burn them to disc.
This book covers version 9 of Apple's iMovie software.

The OS X Mavericks Pocket Guide
Explains how to import, organize, modify, and share photographs using the
Macintosh photograph editing and management software.

MacBook For Dummies
With Leopard, Apple has unleashed the greatest version of Mac OS X yet, and
David Pogue is back with another meticulous Missing Manual to cover the
operating system with a wealth of detail. The new Mac OS X 10.5, better known as
Leopard, is faster than its predecessors, but nothing's too fast for Pogue and this
Missing Manual. It's just one of reasons this is the most popular computer book of
all time. Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, Leopard Edition is the authoritative book
for Mac users of all technical levels and experience. If you're new to the Mac, this
book gives you a crystal-clear, jargon-free introduction to the Dock, the Mac OS X
folder structure, and the Mail application. There are also mini-manuals on iLife
applications such as iMovie, iDVD, and iPhoto, and a tutorial for Safari, Mac's web
browser. This Missing Manual is amusing and fun to read, but Pogue doesn't take
his subject lightly. Which new Leopard features work well and which do not? What
should you look for? What should you avoid? Mac OS X: The Missing Manual,
Leopard Edition offers an objective and straightforward instruction for using:
Leopard's totally revamped Finder Spaces to group your windows and organize
your Mac tasks Quick Look to view files before you open them The Time Machine,
Leopard's new backup feature Spotlight to search for and find anything in your Mac
Front Row, a new way to enjoy music, photos, and videos Enhanced Parental
Controls that come with Leopard Quick tips for setting up and configuring your Mac
to make it your own There's something new on practically every page of this new
edition, and David Pogue brings his celebrated wit and expertise to every one of
them. Mac's brought a new cat to town and Mac OS X: The Missing Manual,
Leopard Edition is a great new way to tame it.

Macs All-in-One For Dummies
Covers Mavericks for iMac Step-by-step instructions with callouts to iMac photos
that show you exactly what to do. Help when you run into hardware or operating
system problems or limitations. Tips and Notes to help you get the most from your
iMac. Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through getting and keeping your iMac
working just the way you want. Tasks include: • Managing, arranging, and tagging
your files • Staying on top of important events with Notification Center • Creating
and navigating virtual workspaces in Mission Control • Opening and organizing
apps with Launchpad • Connecting to and accessing network resources •
Activating and using iCloud services • Communicating online with email, instant
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messaging, and video • Keeping appointments with Calendar and Reminders •
Planning trips and checking traffic with Maps • Being social with Facebook and
Twitter integration • Downloading and enjoying music, movies, and more • Buying,
reading, and annotating iBooks • Getting the latest and greatest software from the
App Store and other sources • Challenging your friends to games with Game
Center • Protecting and securing your system and data • Expanding your system
with peripheral devices • Troubleshooting common system problems

My iMac (covers OS X Mavericks)
Apple’s new Photos app lets you do a whole lot more than simply store and edit
pictures and videos on a Mac or iOS device. With this comprehensive guide, you’ll
learn how to import, organize, and share your digital memories, as well as how to
improve, print, and use your photos in creative projects. With Lesa Snider’s step-bystep instructions and expert advice, you’ll master Photos and tame your image
library—and have fun along the way! The important stuff you need to know:
Migrate from iPhoto. Learn how to make a quick and smooth transition. Organize
your collection with ease. Master the many ways to import, group, and categorize
images—and set up iCloud Family Sharing. Find your photos quickly. Employ
Photos’ powerful labeling, keyword and facial recognition features to optimize
searches. Sharpen your editing skills. Skillfully use Photos’ impressive image- and
video-editing tools on your Mac or iOS device. Access photos anywhere. Sync your
library to all of your Apple devices so your photos travel with you wherever you go.
Share them online. Show your shots to everyone on your list by using shared
albums, creating web galleries, posting them on Facebook, and more. Dive into
creative projects. Build pro-level slideshows to share with others, and create
gorgeous gift books, calendars, and cards.

Data-Driven Security
Explains how to use the latest version of the Macintosh-based digital video editing
program to polish home videos, covering special effects, transitioning, narration,
sound, and saving films in QuickTime and posting videos on the Web.

IMac for Dummies
Those who have made the switch from a Windows PC to a Mac have made
Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual a runaway bestseller. The latest edition
of this guide delivers what Apple doesn't—everything you need to know to
successfully and painlessly move your files and adapt to Mac's way of doing things.
Written with wit and objectivity by Missing Manual series creator and bestselling
author David Pogue, this book will have you up and running on your new Mac in no
time.

Mac OS X Leopard: The Missing Manual
Over 50 and thinking about getting your first computer? A user-friendly Mac is a
great choice, and Macs For Seniors For Dummies walks you through choosing one
and learning to use it. You won’t even need your grandchildren to help! Macs For
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Seniors For Dummies introduces you to all the basic things you may not have
encountered before—how to use the keyboard and mouse, work with files and
folders, navigate around the Mac OS X desktop, set up an Internet connection, and
much more. You’ll learn to: Choose the Mac that’s right for you, set it up, run
programs and manage files, and hook up a printer Use all the programs that come
with your Mac for creating documents and spreadsheets, playing movies and
music, and more Surf the Internet with the Safari browser — safely Keep in touch
with family and friends via e-mail Upload photos from your digital camera, edit and
organize them with iPhoto, and share them by e-mail or as prints Play music with
iTunes, put your favorite songs on a CD, or listen to online radio stations Use the
Web to help plan trips, get maps, book hotels or RV campgrounds, or buy plane
tickets Customize your Mac to make everything as easy and convenient as possible
Even if you’ve never used a computer before, Macs For Seniors For Dummies
makes it really easy to make friends with your Mac. Before you know it, you’ll
wonder why you waited so long to get a computer!

Mac OS X Panther Edition
Congratulations! When you bought that shiny new anodized aluminum iMac, you
made a great choice. Now you want take advantage and control of that baby's
awesome speed, high performance, powerful operating system, and fantastic
applications, and iMac fo.

macOS Mojave: The Missing Manual
Unleash the power of OS X Mavericks and make the most of your Mac! This guide
gets you up and running with Apple's latest OS. LeVitus helps you surf the
Mavericks pipeline and find everything you need to make the most of this sleek
operating system in no time!

IPhoto 2
Managing Apple Devices, Second Edition will enable you to create an effective plan
for deploying and maintaining groups of Apple devices using iOS 8 and OS X
Yosemite in your organization. This all-in-one resource teaches a wide variety of
Apple management technologies; explains the theory behind the tools; and
provides practical, hand-on exercises to get you up and running with the tools. You
will be introduced to Apple management technologies including Mobile Device
Management, the Volume Purchase Program, and the Device Enrollment Program.
For example, not only will you learn how to use Profile Manager–A pple’s
implementation of Mobile Device Management–but you will also learn about the
ideas behind profile management and how to make configuration easier for both
administrators and users while maintaining a highly secure environment. The
exercises contained within this guide are designed to let you explore and learn the
tools provided by Apple for deploying and managing iOS 8 and OS X Yosemite
systems. They start with verification of access to necessary services, move on to
the configuration of those services, and finally test the results of those services on
client devices. Each lesson builds on previous topics and is designed to give
technical coordinators and system administrators the skills, tools, and knowledge
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to deploy and maintain Apple devices by: • Providing knowledge of how Apple
deployment technologies work • Showing how to use specific deployment tools •
Explaining deployment procedures and best practices • Offering practical exercises
step-by-step solutions available

iMovie '11 & iDVD: The Missing Manual
Answers found here! Apple’s latest Mac software, macOS Mojave, is a glorious
boxcar full of new features and refinements. What’s still not included, though, is a
single page of printed instructions. Fortunately, David Pogue is back, delivering the
expertise and humor that have made this the #1 bestselling Mac book for 18 years
straight. The important stuff you need to know Big-ticket changes. The stunning
new Dark Mode. Self-tidying desktop stacks. FaceTime video calls with up to 32
people. New screen-recording tools. If Apple has it, this book covers it. Apps. This
book also demystifies the 50 programs that come with the Mac, including the four
new ones in Mojave: News, Stocks, Home, and Voice Memos. Shortcuts. This must
be the tippiest, trickiest Mac book ever written. Undocumented surprises await on
every page. Power users. Security, networking, remote access, file sharing with
Windows—this one witty, expert guide makes it all crystal clear. MacOS Mojave
gives the Mac more polish, power, and pep— and in your hands, you hold the
ultimate guide to unlocking its potential.

Office 2013: The Missing Manual
Ready to move to the Mac? This incomparable guide helps you make a smooth
transition. New York Times columnist and Missing Manuals creator David Pogue
gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac programs
so you can do what you did with Windows, and learning your way around Mac OS
X. Learning to use a Mac is not a piece of cake, but once you do, the rewards are
oh-so-much better. No viruses, worms, or spyware. No questionable firewalls or
inefficient permissions. Just a beautiful machine with a thoroughly reliable system.
Whether you're using Windows XP or Windows 7, we've got you covered. Transfer
your stuff. Moving files from a PC to a Mac is the easy part. This guide gets you
through the tricky things: extracting your email, address book, calendar, Web
bookmarks, buddy list, desktop pictures, and MP3 files. Re-create your software
suite. Big-name programs from Microsoft, Adobe, and others are available in both
Mac and Windows versions. But hundreds of other programs are Windows-only.
Learn the Macintosh equivalents and how to move data to them. Learn Mac OS X
Lion. Once you've moved into the Macintosh mansion, it's time to learn your way
around. You're in good hands with the author of Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, the
#1 bestselling guide to Mac OS X.

macOS Support Essentials 10.15 - Apple Pro Training Series
Immerse yourself in learning Python and introductory data analytics with this
book’s project-based approach. Through the structure of a ten-week coding
bootcamp course, you’ll learn key concepts and gain hands-on experience through
weekly projects. Each chapter in this book is presented as a full week of topics,
with Monday through Thursday covering specific concepts, leading up to Friday,
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when you are challenged to create a project using the skills learned throughout the
week. Topics include Python basics and essential intermediate concepts such as
list comprehension, generators and iterators, understanding algorithmic
complexity, and data analysis with pandas. From beginning to end, this book builds
up your abilities through exercises and challenges, culminating in your solid
understanding of Python. Challenge yourself with the intensity of a coding
bootcamp experience or learn at your own pace. With this hands-on learning
approach, you will gain the skills you need to jumpstart a new career in
programming or further your current one as a software developer. What You Will
Learn Understand beginning and more advanced concepts of the Python language
Be introduced to data analysis using pandas, the Python Data Analysis library Walk
through the process of interviewing and answering technical questions Create realworld applications with the Python language Learn how to use Anaconda, Jupyter
Notebooks, and the Python Shell Who This Book Is For Those trying to jumpstart a
new career into programming, and those already in the software development
industry and would like to learn Python programming.
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